Delivering patient experience

If you have focused your team on delivering the best possible experience to patients, your business is sure to flourish, says Lesley Bailey

We know that word-of-mouth referrals will always be your strongest marketing tool and that patients will only recommend your services to others if they have enjoyed a positive experience at your practice. So my next question to my clients is: ‘What score would you give yourself for your customer care when one is low and 10 is high?’

I allow a few moments, as they ponder the answer to this question before reminding them that it is only their patients who can provide the answer and that to try and judge it from their own perspective is actually a waste of time.

So before I encourage my clients to invest any money in marketing their practice, we assess the level of service being delivered to ensure it is consistently excellent. In this way we can ensure money invested in marketing provides the best possible return and that the business grows organically through increased Word-of-Mouth referrals.

Step one: benchmarking

Therefore, the first step to take before beginning any marketing project is to benchmark the current level of patient care. There are a variety of ways to do this. Try assessing the first impressions new callers have when they contact your practice or ask your patients informally to comment upon your service and care and establish whether there is any aspect of their experience that could be improved upon. Or you can undertake more structured patient satisfaction surveys - I recommend all these methods are used to assess your service levels. Limitations in practice resources can make it almost impossible to find the time to carry out mystery caller and patient surveys, but always urge my clients to find the means to carry out this vital benchmarking exercise. The results can often be surprising and provide important business intelligence to help you develop your patients’ experience.

Step two: develop your patient experience

You will need to act upon any areas as which patients have identified for improvement and work with your team to create a consistently excellent experience for each and every patient when they call or visit your practice. Don’t forget, your patients will not judge you necessarily upon the quality of the dentistry you provide for them – in fact they will take that as a given. They will also judge you on your professionalism, efficiency, warmth and many of the small human gestures that develop rapport and illustrate the value you place upon them. The surroundings, facilities, printed material and in fact anything which patients see and hear or feel will create an impact.

A neutral experience

Ask yourself a question. When do you begin to judge the quality of the meal you will eat in a restaurant when you see, smell or taste your food. If you think about it, it is before you begin to judge the quality of the meal you will eat in a restaurant, you determine the quality of the meal before you even receive it.

Reactions are just as strong when a patient turns up to see you for the first time. They have heard about your practice, they have decided that you are worth seeing, they have made the appointment and they are prepared to pay you for the privilege.

Step three: measure your patient experience

You will need to act upon any areas you identify for improvement and work with your team to create a consistently excellent experience for each and every patient when they call or visit your practice. Don’t forget, your patients will not judge you necessarily upon the quality of the dentistry you provide for them – in fact they will take that as a given. They will also judge you upon your professionalism, efficiency, warmth and many of the small human gestures that develop rapport and illustrate the value you place upon them. The surroundings, facilities, printed material and in fact anything which patients see and hear or feel will create an impact.

A neutral experience

Ask yourself a question. When do you begin to judge the quality of the meal you will eat in a restaurant when you see, smell or taste your food. If you think about it, it is before you see, smell or taste your food.

Humans are hard wired to absorb the visual and audible environment around them and this together with the interactions we have with other people form
lasting opinions about the experiences we have.

Step three: gather management information

Let us say you have benchmarked your current levels of patient satisfaction and that you have reviewed and refined the experience you will provide systematically to every patient who calls or visits the practice.

The next step is to ensure you have a system in place to record each enquiry and the referral source for each new business opportunity.

There is little point in investing in a variety of marketing opportunities if you do not record the response you receive from each activity. Your front of house team must ensure they record each new enquiry, the reason for their call, secure a contact point if possible and find out how the enquirer heard about the practice.

You can analyse this information to establish the ratio between enquiries and consultations and assess the effectiveness of the front of house team in communicating effectively with new patients and motivating them to make an appointment.

This system may be developed further by tracking the patient as they attend, ensuring they have been referred to the dental hygienist and that they are proceeding with their prescribed treatment.

More than 25 per cent of a dentist’s revenue can be lost because patients do not proceed with treatment. Few practices have the skill or resource to address this aspect of their business and don’t invest in finding out why patients don’t go ahead with their dental treatment.

Step four: measure your return on investment

Few practices work out the return on investment in marketing. Here is a simple method to establish whether the practice has made money on a marketing activity.

For this example we will assume a gross profit margin of 65 per cent - you must measure returns on profit and not on gross revenue.

If you invest £2,000 on a large glossy full-page advert, you will need to generate £3,077 in net profit to break even, £5,077 income x 65 per cent gross profit = £3,077 in revenue.

This system may be developed further by tracking the patient as they attend, ensuring they have been referred to the dental hygienist and that they are proceeding with their prescribed treatment.

Many practice teams forget that their most important target market is the existing patients – these individuals have already bought into your products and services so the first part of your plan should include marketing internally to existing patients.

The next area to focus on in your sphere of influence is other interested parties and your plan should cover marketing which will reach out to your target market. This could include a variety of marketing activities including: events, display advertising, window displays, advertising boards etc.

Finally your plan should include some activity to “the rest of the world”, i.e. direct mailing, radio advertising or PR.

A small fortune

One of the most valuable lessons I have learnt is that sometimes the most effective marketing is the least expensive.

Certainly, if you have focused your team on delivering the best possible experience to patients, your business will grow organically. The investment you do make in marketing will pay dividends as new patients joining your practice through marketing will become great advocates of your business.
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